
Videographer

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Visionary who enjoys assisting children requiring extra support to complete tasks and learn new 
concepts. Eagerly work with various students combining real-life experiences with over 4000 
hours of student teaching to provide an engaging and interactive learning environment. Teacher's 
Aide bringing a strong background in child psychology and development, as well as expertise in 
classroom and crisis management.

Skills

Video Production, Adobe Creative Suite, Video Editing.

Work Experience

Videographer
ABC Corporation  December 1999 – April 2002 
 Organized material, determined area of emphasis, and wrote stories according to prescribed 

editorial style and format standards.
 Shot video and still photos to accompany news stories.
 Arranged and edited interview footage for broadcast using Avid video editing equipment.
 Served as a spokesperson and representative for the station at assigned station events and 

other community forums.
 Arranged and conducted interviews with individuals knowledgeable about each storys subject 

matter.
 Selected and updated stories and photos for The Globe, Camp Lejeune Marine Corps news 

paper and LCTV-10, Camp Lejeunes TV station.
 Edited, toned, captioned and uploaded photographs for news publications.

VIDEOGRAPHER
ABC Corporation  1996 – 1999 
 At Brummel Production Studio LLC, I would produce highlight wedding reels, full wedding 

ceremony videos, create and take photos of the wedding so that I could use Adobe After 
Effects CC to create picture slideshow video of their wedding.

 Would create graphics for advertisements Brummel Production Studio would send out.
 Would also do this for clients.
 Also managed Brummel Production Studios Website.
 Live directed events.
 Was also a videographer for some events.
 Live produced events that clients would have..

Education

Associate of Applied Science in Communications Technician - (Spartan School of Aeronautics - 
Tulsa, OK)
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